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Instruments and dataset

The Mastcam-Z instruments (11) are a matched pair of zoomable, focusable, multispectral cameras mounted at a height of ~1.92 m on the Perseverance rover's Remote Sensing Mast (RSM). The fields of view of the cameras range from 26°×19° to 6°×5° degrees from the lowest (26 mm) to highest (110 mm) focal lengths of the zoom system, enabling imaging at pixel scales of ~ 13.5 cm/pixel for features at 2 km distance. The cameras are separated by ~24 cm on the RSM, enabling stereo imaging of features at matched focal lengths (Tab. S1). The RSM can move the cameras over 360° in azimuth and ±90° in elevation, enabling imaging and large-format panoramas to be co-located with data acquired by the Navcam and SuperCam instruments, which are also mounted on the mast. Mastcam-Z can acquire images using standard red, green and blue (RGB) filters, as well as through a set of 11 narrowband filters spanning a wavelength range of 442 to 1022 nm (11). To accentuate color variations, the RGB channels can be adjusted for “enhanced color” products, which include more blue and green hues than the human eye would see on Mars (e.g., some rocks and the sky are blue). Mastcam-Z images are calibrated to radiance units using the coefficients derived from the instrument’s radiometric calibration (41) and converted to radiance factor (I/F) units using near-simultaneous images of the Mastcam-Z calibration target (42). Mastcam-Z spectra of features within an image are extracted by manually selecting common regions of interest (ROIs) from right and left camera images and averaging I/F values of ROI pixels. Right and left camera filters are scaled to average values at 800 nm (the R1 and L1 filters). Error bars shown in Mastcam-Z spectra represent the variance of pixels within the ROI, not instrumental noise, which is lower; filter-to-filter accuracy is <5% (41). Narrowband filters enable limited mineralogical information to be inferred from the acquired images, sensitive to iron oxides, oxyhydroxides, and/or oxyhydroxysulfates as well as iron-bearing silicates.

SuperCam’s Remote Micro-Imager (RMI) provides high-resolution color images (12, 13). SuperCam's RMI is a 2048×2048 pixel camera, with Bayer color filters, mounted on a 110 mm diameter Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope with a focal length of 563 mm. The angular size of the RMI pixels is 10.1 μrad, with a spread function over several pixels. This corresponds to approximatively 2.2 cm pixel⁻¹ at a distance of 2.2 km (Tab. S2). The effective resolution (i.e., the capacity to distinguish individual objects) varies depending on image quality and illumination from 4 to 8 pixels, the latter being defined as a minimum contrast of 20% on a calibration target known as US Air Force 1951 Test. The main correction applied to these images is a division by a reference flat field acquired before takeoff to compensate for the vignetting of the instrument. RMI images are assembled in mosaics using a fusion algorithm weighted by the angular distance to the center of each image. A final deconvolution step based on a Lucy-Richardson algorithm has been used to increase sharpness. Figures 2 to 4 are close-ups from within these three mosaics.

Orbital images used for the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) are High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) images (43) from Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) with pairs of image numbers ESP_036618_1985 and ESP_037119_1985, ESP_042315_1985 and ESP_037396_1985, PSP_002387_1985 and PSP_003798_1985. Mosaics were assembled in a Geographic Information System. DEMs were constructed using HiRISE stereo image pairs and the ConTeXt Camera
(CTX) of MRO stereo image pairs (44). The HiRISE DEMs have been computed by stereo-
photogrammetry using the SOCET-SET software (45) at a spatial resolution of 1 m pixel⁻¹.

Measurement of clast size and shape in boulder conglomerates

Cobbles and boulders in conglomerate a2 were measured using a spatial sampling of 2.2 cm per
pixel on the RMI images (Fig. 3, Fig. S6-S7). The long axis and short axis were measured and the
diameter of each clast was obtained by averaging these two values. The quality and resolution of
the image enables identification of objects as small as 4 pixels across. We chose to measure objects
>4 pixels along the short axis, thus measuring clasts ≥11 cm (5 pixels), and defined an uncertainty
of ±1 pixel for each measurement made. From the distribution of clast sizes, we determined
percentile values for clast size, $D_n$, where $n$ refers to the percentage of clasts smaller than $n$. The
two most commonly used grain size distribution parameters in sedimentary studies correspond to
the median clast size ($D_{50}$) and the size at which 84% of the clasts are smaller ($D_{84}$), both being
used for discharge rates estimations. We obtained a $D_{50}$ of 17.6±2.2 cm and a $D_{84}$ of 27.5±2.2 cm.
Nonetheless, the resolution of the image inherently leads to an underestimation of the number of
clasts with sizes smaller than 11 cm. In some locations clasts were visible but not measurable due
to unclear edges, superimposition of clasts, etc. In areas where the resolution enables a complete
measurement, we estimate that ~70 to 80% of the area analyzed is occupied by measured clasts,
thereby limiting this overestimation bias. Note that the remaining area does not mean it is only
composed of smaller clasts, because some large clasts could be partly hidden by others.
Nevertheless it allows us to estimate the bias by assuming that 30% of clasts are smaller than
resolution, such as in the bins <1 cm as an extreme case. This leads to $D_{50}$ values lowered by only
1.2 cm and $D_{84}$ values lowered by 1.6 cm. This bias is added to the previous values, such that
$D_{50}$=16.4±2.2 cm and $D_{84}$=25.9±2.2 cm.

Clast size analysis discussed here is 2D, and differs from that often carried out for clastic
sedimentary rocks on Earth, where grain-sizes may be separated by sieves and/or other devices
and quantified and interpreted on the basis of mass distributions (e.g., 46). Instead, our data are
grain counts and thus cannot be directly compared (e.g., 47). The approach used here is more
analogous to the "Wolman pebble count" technique (48) that has been used for evaluating flow
discharge rates according to the Darcy-Weisbach equations (49). Such an approach has also been
applied to conglomerates using images acquired at Gale crater (35), although those conglomerates
were imaged at much closer distances (<5 m).

Another parameter of interest is the shape factor, corresponding to the long axis/short axis ratio.
This ratio is 0.545±0.035 on average for the 333 measured cobbles and boulders. As the limit of
resolution may affect the statistical meaning of this ratio, we also measured the corresponding
values for boulders only (i.e., >25 cm clasts): The calculated ratio for boulders is 0.558±0.039, not
substantially different from the value for the entire population. This shape ratio suggests limited
elongation and a lack of internal rock fabric at sub-meter scales, e.g., no fine layering, no
schistosity, etc.

To assess clast roundness, we employed a method designed to provide estimates of clast roundness
(essentially a measure of the sharpness of a clast’s corners and edges) using two-dimensional
images acquired remotely (50). The primary constraint affecting assessments of roundness in this case is image resolution, which in practice means that corners and edges must be resolved over at least 5 pixels, corresponding to ~100 pixels along the long axis to assess angular clasts (50); this requires a far finer resolution than is available. However, this constraint assumes that clasts will be binned into all categories commonly used in these assessments, e.g., very angular, angular, sub-angular, sub-rounded, rounded and well-rounded (51). To assess whether some level of rounding has occurred allows a much coarser resolution to be used, because it requires only that the overall curve of a corner or edge be resolvable. Here we used a minimum of 15 pixels in average size as the threshold for clasts to be included in the roundness assessment. Additionally, we examined only clasts that were in focus, and for which an entire two-dimensional profile was visible; clasts were not included in our analyses if they were partially draped by unconsolidated material or had outlines that were otherwise obscured (e.g., by shadowing or other clasts). Clasts were assessed qualitatively using roundness chart (51). This chart was chosen over other common charts as it shows outlines only, thus lessening the risk of conflating texture with shape. A total of 24 clasts met the criteria noted; of which 13 were assessed as having evidence of modification resulting in rounding and 11 were assessed as essentially angular (little to no rounding). Thus, 54% of clasts resolvable at this distance were found to be substantially rounded.

**Discharge rate estimations**

The Darcy-Weisbach equations are usually applied to estimations of discharge rates (hereafter \(Q\)) (20, 21), where estimations of channel width \(W\), water height \(H\), and slope \(s\) can be made in association with measurements of clast size distribution (e.g., 49). This relation has been modified for Mars conditions enabling the use of local Martian gravity \(g_m\) (3.72 m s\(^{-2}\)):

\[
Q = A(8g_m R s/f)^{1/2}
\]

in which \(A\) is the cross-sectional area \((A=W.H\) assuming a rectangular shape), \(R\) is the hydraulic radius (the ratio of the cross-sectional area \(A\) to the wetted perimeter \(P\), with \(P=2H+W\)). The parameter \(f\) is an empirical factor initially related to the roughness of the channel base. A number of field and laboratory studies have provided values for the friction factor \(f\) as a function of the nature of the channel bed and flow conditions (20, 21):

\[
(8/f)^{1/2} = 2.2(R/D_{50})^{-0.055}s^{-0.275}, \text{ for gravel beds.} \quad (S2)
\]
\[
(8/f)^{1/2} = 8.46\log_{10}(R/D_{50})^{0.1005}, \text{ for a sand bed.} \quad (S3)
\]
\[
(8/f)^{1/2} = 5.75\log_{10}(R/D_{84})+3.514, \text{ for a gravel bed.} \quad (S4)
\]
\[
(8/f)^{1/2} = 5.62\log_{10}(R/D_{84})+4, \text{ for a boulder bed.} \quad (S5)
\]

At fixed parameters, Equation (S2) gives the lowest estimates and (S5) the highest estimates of the friction factor \(f\), and these values are used in Tab. 3. Equation (S5) deduced from boulder beds is also in agreement with the presence of boulders in unit a2. \(D_{50}\) and \(D_{84}\) are taken from the clast size distribution (see previous section) in order to place a lower bound or upper bound respectively, yielding \(D_{50}=0.142\) m and \(D_{84}=0.281\).
Assumptions made for the channel size are first-order constrains. Firstly, we assume that the shape of a2 corresponds more or less to half a channel (partly covered by scree on the other half) leading to a channel around 50 m wide. To account for uncertainty, we include a minimum channel width of 30 m and a maximum of 100 m. Secondly, channel depths follow the empirical rule $H=0.164W^{0.66}$ for bankfull flows in Earth rivers, a scaling law that is assumed not to differ substantially on Mars despite the lower gravity \((52)\). Values deduced from that law suggest depths of 1.55 to 3.4 m for 30 and 100 m channels, respectively (Tab. S3). These values correspond to the minimum expectations in the case of a 30 m channel. Given that the flow is of flood type, the scaling ratio may underestimate the actual channel height. As such, we also include an estimation of channel $H$ from the apparent thickness of 7 m of the unit a2, using the 50 m width as a reference.

To calculate the slope, we used values determined from the base of the channel deposits (see next section). The slope at the base of conglomerate a2 is 0.014, but this value is constrained by only two points. This slope is close to that measured at the top of the plateau \((s=0.012)\). The basal slope estimated at scarp b to d reaches 0.029 (see supplementary text), so the basal slope of a2 could be underestimated. Consequently, we use conservative values, 0.012 and 0.029, respectively, for the minimum and maximum estimates.

Another approach to estimate velocities and discharge rates is based on the largest clast lifted up by the flow. Such a method has been used on Earth from empirical datasets \((18)\) not taking into account gravity. Several studies have developed methods taking into account gravity \((53-55)\) by estimating the critical force necessary to initiate the motion of boulder \((53)\): \[ V = 1.2 \left( \frac{2}{C_L + C_D} \right)^{0.5} \left( \frac{\rho_f \cdot \rho_m \cdot g \cdot \cos(s) \cdot \sin(s)}{\rho_r \cdot \rho_f \cdot g \cdot \mu} \right)^{0.5} \] (S6)

This method was refined by defining the net force derived as the sum of drag-force and frictional forces subtracted by impulsive force, giving the following velocity \((54)\):

\[ V = \frac{4}{3} D g (p_r/p_f - 1) \mu - 0.5 a^2/g\] for a spherical clast \( (S7)\)

Both approaches require the knowledge of the density of the fluid and of the rock. We fix those to be $\rho_f=1100$ kg m$^{-3}$ for the fluid (a value typical of moderately debris-laden aqueous flows, \((19)\)) and $\rho_r=2900$ kg m$^{-3}$ (a value typical of mafic block of crust), as well as the diameter of the block $D$ taken as 1.25 m as observed in unit a2. Both equations include the gravity $g$, and the first one requires knowing the local slope $s$ that we fix from our two end-member values of 0.012 and 0.029. $C_L$ and $C_D$ are lift coefficient and drag coefficients, respectively, which are taken as in the original study for a spherical shape \((53)\). Lastly, the parameter $a$ is the acceleration fixed at 0.5 m s$^{-2}$ as defined in \((54)\). We used existing software codes for these calculations \((55)\).

These calculations have only been done for the unit a2 for which we have estimated the clast size and their distribution. Other boulder conglomerates b1 and k5 display much more scree on the slope, and thus do not enable us a measurement of the clast size distribution. However, an estimation of the largest clast can be done, and those are 1 to 1.3 m in these units. As they are of similar size as in a2, the threshold velocity measured from the largest clast size would be of the same magnitude.
Table S3 summarizes discharge rate estimations using Equation (S1) coupled with Equation (S2) for the lower limits and Equation (S5) for the upper limits. These estimates vary from 1.63 to 8.64 m s\(^{-1}\) for velocities and 76 m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\) to \(\sim\)3000 m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\) for discharge rates. Results using Equations (S6) and (S7) show that the threshold velocity to lift up a 1.25 m diameter block varies from 1.91 to 2.97 m s\(^{-1}\), and the corresponding discharge rates would range from 88 to 1011 m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\), thus within the range obtained by previous methods (Equations S1-S5). These values are classical discharge rates similar to that of flood flows in mountain rivers (from various origins) and are two orders of magnitude lower than megafloods such as Icelandic jökulhaups (subglacial volcanoes) and Washington State’s Channeled Scablands (ice-dam failure), which are from \(10^5\) to \(10^7\) m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\) (30, 31).

**Supplementary Text**

**Gilbert deltas on Earth**

A delta is defined as a sedimentary deposit built by a fluvial feeder system flowing into a standing body of water. Sedimentological studies of ancient deltas on Earth recognized a tripartite geometrical association comprising topsets, foresets and bottomsets (Fig. S8). In the upper division of a Gilbert-delta, topsets are fluvial strata formed along lines of deposition parallel to the upper surface of the delta. In the middle division, foresets are steeply inclined beds forming parallel to the delta front. In the lower division, bottomsets are gently inclined strata forming at the downdip termination of foresets.

Gilbert-type deltas are characterized by a series of related criteria: (i) a dominantly coarse-grained deposit (i.e., sands and gravels) topset fluvial beds that dip gently basinward (0–5\(^{\circ}\)); (ii) steep subaqueous depositional delta front slopes, dipping typically 10–40\(^{\circ}\); (iii) gently inclined (<10\(^{\circ}\)) bottomset beds that taper basinward and are commonly fine-grained. Gilbert-type deltas are part of the broad family of steep-face, or coarse-grained, deltas (56). Earth’s Gilbert-type deltas are linked to a variety of distributary fluvial systems, including very steep topographic gradient enhanced by ephemeral fluvial discharges in fault block, mountain front, fjord margin, volcanic highland settings, and fluvio-glacial outwash, steep gradient braided river plains settings (57).

The conditions to form a steeply inclined Gilbert-type profile, across which slipface processes dominate, are (58): (i) sufficiently large water depths immediately adjacent to the fluvial mouth to provide space for sedimentary deposition; (ii) transport of bedload as far as the fluvial feeder mouth; and (iii) expansion of the fluvial effluent as an axial turbulent jet (inertia-dominated effluent diffusion). Corresponding water depth can vary from \(\sim\)20 m (Fig. S8) to \(\sim\)900 m on Earth (e.g., Gulf of Corinth, Greece) (27, 59). The fluvial bedload/total-load ratio must be high, and the mud fraction low, such that the front of the delta progrades faster than the lower part of the delta slope, resulting in the oversteepening of the delta front. Gilbert-type deltas preferentially develop
in low-energy basins, with limited wave and tide influence (56), because their axial inertia-dominated fluvial diffusion is not disturbed.

The Kodiak butte displays the architecture indicative of Gilbert-deltas. The elevation of the topset-foreset transition gives the elevation of the lake level at the time of deposition. The SW delta front does not provide similar clean scarp faces as observed at Kodiak, but does contain possible topset strata such as unit b1. Fine sediments (e.g. mudstones) are expected to weather easily into unconsolidated scree, so the scarcity of clean faces could be due to erosion, perhaps explaining why the whole set of layers cannot be observed there.

Analysis of the delta front from orbital data

Observations of the residual lag above units a3, b2 and k5 enable us to link the coarse deposits with materials identified in orbital imagery (Fig. S9). The presence of well-rounded, massive, meter-scale boulders similar to those observed within the immediately underlying a2, b2 and k5 units suggests the presence of flood deposits that were weathered out by erosion. The residual lag includes rocks weathered out from both types of sedimentary bodies: fined-grained rocks such as sandstones and boulder conglomerates (Fig. S9). From orbital data, this residual lag was mapped as the Delta Blocky unit and interpreted as fluvial channel deposits (15, 23). This interpretation is consistent with our rover observations.

The Delta Blocky Unit overlies other delta fan deposits such as the Truncated Curvilinear Layered Unit deposits that represent finer-grained material (Fig. S1, 15, 23). Identification of several contacts at the base of the blocky deposits enables us to estimate the slope on which these deposits formed (between 0.009 and 0.033) (Fig. S10). Measurement points (Fig. S10) are those for which an unconformable contact has been observed between the Delta Blocky Unit and the underlying units (e.g., the Delta Truncated Curvilinear Layered Unit in the proximal and middle fan sections, and the Delta Thickly Layered and Delta Thinly Layered units in the distal fan section) (the top elevations of the Delta Blocky Unit were not considered because of the potential late erosion, conducive to the modification of the original depositional profiles). A total of 37 observation points were identified. These locations were then projected onto a number of radiating cross-lines from the avulsion nodes to build the lower depositional profiles of the Blocky Unit. Profiles of the central Blocky Unit (profiles w1, k and bcd) appear fairly constant, varying between 0.026 and 0.029. Northern profiles (n2 and a) show more gentle gradients of 0.014. Slope breaks may be expressed in profiles n1 and n2 (Fig. S10). The current thickness of the Blocky Unit ranges from 2 to 26 m, which represent a minimum depositional thickness given subsequent erosion.

Results also show that the base of the deposits was a continuous surface. We have searched for buried impact craters along this contact to evaluate whether a hiatus of deposition occurred before channel formation, as was previously conducted on Martian alluvial fans (60). The lack of buried craters points towards a continuity in deposition, although small craters could be invisible due to preservation issues. As such, the lack of buried craters suggests either continuity in deposition or a limited depositional hiatus (for instance, >10 Myrs would enable a large number of small craters to form).
Sources of sediments

Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) and Observatoire pour la Minéralogie, l’Eau, les Glaces et l’Activité (OMEGA) data of the Neretva Vallis basin and of Jezero crater western delta fan were analyzed to provide information on the source(s) of the material in the delta. The color composite of the OMEGA map (Fig. S11A) shows olivine, LCP (low-calcium pyroxene) and HCP (high-calcium pyroxene) spectral parameters indicating the predominance of pyroxene (dominated by LCP) in the watershed of Neretva Valles (dark line) and within Jezero crater rim. The olivine-bearing material in purple dominates 60 km downstream of Neretva Valles before its entrance to Jezero crater. This olivine spectral signal corresponds to the regional olivine-bearing unit (59). Thus, the Neretva Vallis basin includes multiple lithological units, the far reaches of which are dominated by LCP and Fe/Mg smectite-bearing crust, the portions ~10-60 km away are dominated by olivine ± carbonates (also present near the landing site), and the nearest portions incise Jezero rim LCP-bearing rocks without appreciable hydration (7, 24) (Fig. S11).

The mineralogy of the Jezero delta system has been determined to be both mafic and hydrated, containing olivine and low-calcium pyroxene (LCP), Fe/Mg-smectite, carbonate and local exposures of hydrated silica or Al-clays based on orbital observations (6-7, 61-64). CRISM analyses of the delta front exposures imaged by the RMI show LCP- and phyllosilicate-bearing endmembers (Fig. S11). The blocky unit capping the delta and interpreted as fluvial channel deposits appears to contain LCP without a strong contribution from hydrated minerals. In addition, Mastcam-Z multispectral observations of the delta scarp show that the conglomerate unit and delta front talus exhibit visible and near-infrared (VNIR) spectra that are similar to LCP-bearing Noachian basement exposed in the Jezero crater rim (Fig. S12). In both locations, Mastcam-Z observations show a broad absorption near 900 nm consistent with LCP observed in these areas using CRISM. However, the thinly layered outcrop is more variable. Although some areas in the thinly layered unit also show similar LCP-like signatures, other areas exhibit signatures consistent with minerals like olivine instead.

It is difficult to determine the source of sediments on the basis of surface exposure maps alone because sources may be eroded, buried or otherwise obscured (e.g., 65). Nevertheless, clast size distribution and rounding in the observed Jezero sediments, though not definitive, are consistent with substantial transport. For example, pebble distributions along rivers in the Himalaya shows crystalline pebbles transported between 50 and 200 km with $D_{50}$ sizes of 10–20 cm (25), similar to the distribution obtained for the a2 unit. The rounding characteristics and massive shapes of boulders are also consistent with igneous source rocks rather than the less-resistant olivine-unit (63). The average ratio of long axis to short axis of 0.558±0.039 for boulders suggests a lack of sub-meter scale rock fabric as might be expected for sedimentary rocks. Thus, grain size distributions and grain characteristics suggest that a substantial fraction of the rocks could be transported from distances of >60 km upstream of Jezero crater, where widespread exposures of LCP-rich crust have been identified. Closer sources, such as Jezero’s rim, which is also enriched
in LCP, would also have contributed, possibly explaining the angular boulders. In summary, our observations suggest a source of the LCP-bearing blocky deposits within the LCP-bearing crust that is exposed along the rim of Jezero crater, within the crust >60 km upstream, or both.

Implications for sample collection

The Mars 2020 mission is designed to collect samples for return to Earth (66, 67). The boulders observed in the deltaic sedimentary rocks of Jezero crater could enable multiple synergistic investigations to be conducted on the same rock, such as geochronology, geochemistry, petrography, and paleomagnetism (4). Due to the large range in clast sizes (up to 1.5 m) observed in the delta front, there may be an opportunity to collect sample cores from individual boulders (either angular or rounded, from various transport distances) as well as mixtures of smaller ($D < 1 \text{ cm}$), diverse, detrital grains from this sequence of ancient Martian sedimentary rocks. Either case could provide important constraints on the regional geological history prior to the deposition of the Jezero delta (4, 67-69).

Our observations of the Kodiak remnant are consistent with the interpretation of the sediment fan below the conglomerate deposit in Jezero crater as a delta potentially containing mudstones. Mudstones in Gale crater preserve indigenous organic compounds that appear to be predominantly macromolecular (40, 71). These compounds may be of Martian or exogenous origin, abiotic, prebiotic or biologically derived (39) and additionally modified by oxidation at the Martian surface (72). The macromolecular nature and low abundance of this material, as well as the abundance of oxychlorine species, complicate in situ analyses (69). Known to preserve organic compounds in ultramafic terrains on Earth (73), Fe/Mg smectite has been detected by CRISM in Jezero delta and various delta remnants, including the Kodiak delta remnant (10) and we therefore predict it occurs in mudstones in the bottomset beds at Kodiak (Fig. 2). Mudstones on Earth dating to 3.3-3.0 Ga exceptionally preserve organic materials with geochemical characteristics suggesting biogenic origins (74).
Figure S1: Geologic context of the Jezero crater delta. (A) CTX mosaic (14) with Mars Observer Laser Altimeter altimetry showed as contours. Jezero crater lies in the eastern part of the Nili Fossae region. The western fan was formed from the deposition of sediment transported through Neretva Vallis, a 200 km long fluvial valley incising the Noachian basement west of Jezero crater. Jezero crater displays an eastern breach with an outlet valley also visible in topographic data. (B) Geologic map of the Jezero western fan, reproduced from (15) with permission from Springer Nature. The Delta Blocky Unit (light blue, devoid of apparent layering) caps the western fan and superimposes the Delta Truncated Curvilinear Layered Unit and the Delta Thinly Layered Unit. The Perseverance rover landed at the Octavia E. Butler landing site (red dot), 2 km from the delta front. The delta front visible from the rover features many large talus deposits dominated by scree (orange color on the geological map). The Kodiak butte is located at the southern edge of the delta.
Figure S2: Images of Kodiak. (A) Mastcam-Z right camera enhanced color stretch image of Kodiak butte (see Fig. 1) with footprints of the SuperCam RMI mosaic. (B) SuperCam RMI mosaic with enhanced color stretch. See Tab. S1 and S2 for more details.
Figure S3: Images of the delta front, scarp “a”. (A) Mastcam-Z left-camera enhanced color stretch image of delta front scarp “a” (see Fig. 1) with footprints of the SuperCam RMI mosaic. (B) SuperCam RMI mosaic with enhanced color stretch. See Tab. S1 and S2 for more details.
Figure S4: Images of the delta front, scarp b. (A) Mastcam-Z left-camera enhanced color stretch image of delta front scarp b (see Fig. 1) with footprints of the SuperCam RMI mosaic. (B) SuperCam RMI mosaic with enhanced stretch color. See Tab. S1 and S2 for more details.
Figure S5: Entry, Descent and Landing (EDL) camera image of the delta front taken during the descent. The image highlights the talus and the presence at a similar elevation of three of the scarps that have subsequently been observed from the ground (Fig. 1, S4). Scarp b is approximately 15 m high and 70 m long and was the focus of the RMI mosaic (Fig. 4 and S4) while scarps c and d have been observed by Mastcam-Z only (Fig. 1). Orientation of the top of the image toward northwest. Image number RDC_00000005_000_003893_raw.
Figure S6: Clasts measured for clast size distribution. Close-up showing the boulder conglomerate of unit a2 (Fig. 3, S3) with average dimensions measured for 333 clasts. White lines indicate where the measurements of long and short axes have been made. See supplementary text for further explanation.
Figure S7: Histogram of the boulder size distribution. Black bars correspond to the plot of clast size (same distribution as in cumulative plot of Figure 3E) per bin size using Wentworth grain size scale (75). Lower and upper bounds are denoted with dotted blue bars and dotted red bars, respectively. N is the number of clasts per bin (for a total of 333).
Fig. S8. Geometry of Gilbert-type fan deltas. Photographs for panels A-C were taken by G. Dromart in 1993. (A) General view of the Pliocene of Bente Farine Quarry, Néfiach area, Pyrénées-Orientales, France showing the typical tripartite structure of a Gilbert fan delta (topsets, foresets, bottomsets) marked by depositional slopes that dip steeply (general linear slope of 22° to the left). The section shown is subparallel to the direction of progradation and the vertical development of the foreset section is approximately 25 m (human silhouette for scale). (B) Topset beds consisting of crudely stratified, gently inclined floodplain to soil heterolithic deposits and sheetflood to braided river conglomerates. The topset–foreset boundary is transitional, producing a sigmoidal stratal termination pattern. The toplap-type foresets–topsets surface marks the transition from marine (foresets) to continental (topsets) depositional facies. (C) Coarse-grained foresets with well-defined bedding and steep primary dips to the left (22°). The (lower slope) foreset beds have a mostly planar geometry, with high lateral persistence. They are composed of coarse sandstones and resistant, clast-supported, poorly-sorted pebbly sandstones. Sets of upslope-dipping cross-strata occur as thin, sub-horizontal sand beds. (D) Sketch of a Gilbert delta on Earth (after 19). To the right, a fluvial system (coarse material, topsets) transitions gradually into steeply inclined foresets with locally coarse, generally finer-grained material, which transition into bottomsets comprising only fine-grained material (mudstones, in gray tone) at the lake bottom.
**Figure S9: Comparison between orbital data and ground observations.** HiRISE image (B) of the topmost part of the RMI mosaic of sol 26 (A). Arrows on the orbital images indicate sedimentary bodies a1 to a3 visible in Fig. 3. Many boulders observed in the RMI image (black arrows) are well-rounded with the same massive shape and gray tone as boulders observed within a2 and a3 (Fig. 3). This suggests a similar origin, likely weathered and eroded conglomerate beds. Rounded boulders R1 and R2 have been localized on the orbital image. A few lighter-toned, angular, flat-topped blocks are distinct from boulders such as F1, are indicated in both the RMI and the orbital image (white arrows). These angular blocks are interpreted as portions of cemented sandstones weathered from units similar to a3.
Figure S10: Measurements of the basal slope of the Delta Blocky Unit. (A) Example of a contact observed on a HiRISE image between the Delta Curvilinear Truncated Layered Deposits and Delta Blocky units mapped on the geological map (Fig. S1, 15). Location of the close-up shown with a white rectangle in (B). (B) HiRISE image with profiles (dotted lines) from which the basal slope of the Delta Blocky Unit (15) has been extracted using each visible contact (color dots). (C) to (G) Basal slope profiles of the between the base of the Delta Blocky Unit and underlying deposits extrapolated from the contacts observed.
Figure S11: Mineralogy of the delta and watershed of Jezero crater from orbital data. (A) OMEGA mosaic of observations from Mars Express spacecraft orbits 0422 and 2272 of Neretva Vallis basin. The arrow indicates Jezero crater western delta. OLNDEX3, LCPINDEX2, and D2300 are the names of band parameters (64). OLNDEX3 and LCPINDEX2 highlight areas with spectral features consistent with olivine and LCP, respectively. D2300 measures the depth of the 2.3 µm absorption band, which is consistent with the presence of Fe/Mg-phyllosilicates. (B) CRISM image HRL000040FF color composite of the Jezero delta showing that LCP (in green) is widespread on the top of the delta. (C) Enlarged image of the delta front and location of the CRISM spectra 1 to 6 displayed in (D). (D) Upper diagram: spectra 1 to 6 are from CRISM normalized by nearby spectrally neutral material (64). Both OMEGA spectra are also normalized to nearby spectrally neutral material, and were acquired from LCP-bearing terrains and olivine-bearing terrains of the watershed displayed in (A). The lower part of the diagram are four laboratory infrared spectra for reference obtained from the Keck/NASA Reflectance Experiment Laboratory Spectral Library.
**Figure S12: Composition of the delta front from rover observations.** Mastcam-Z multispectral image of the delta front scarp “b” shown in SuperCam RMI in Fig. 4 and S4 (Tab. S1). (A) Enhanced color image from 754, 528, 442 nm narrowband filters (L256) showing from back to front: Jezero crater rim, delta scarp, and landing site terrain. (B) Laboratory spectra from the United States Geological Survey database (76) convolved with Mastcam-Z filters. (C) Mastcam-Z I/F spectra from locations indicated in (A). Black points indicate narrowband filters and gray points indicate broadband Bayer filters. The Jezero rim shows an absorption band near 900 nm consistent with LCP in the Noachian basement, which is similar to the delta conglomerates, talus, and some thinly bedded layers. Nonetheless, the layers are of variable composition, and some layers and blocks on the slope below show strong blue slopes with long wavelengths potentially consistent with olivine.
Table S1: Mastcam-Z image details. LTST = local true solar time. Individual image files can be downloaded at the Planetary Data System in the folder of the Mastcam-Z dataset: https://pds-imaging.jpl.nasa.gov/data/mars2020/mars2020_mastcamz/data_asu/rad/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figures</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Sol</th>
<th>File name on Planetary Data System</th>
<th>Sequence Start-End (LTST)</th>
<th>Filter(s) Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1b S2</td>
<td>zcam08022</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0063/ZL0_0063_0672518294_292RAD_N0032046ZCAM08022_1100LUA02.IMG</td>
<td>08:29-08:31</td>
<td>L0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1c-g</td>
<td>zcam08103</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0057/ZL0_0057_0671944449_364RAD_N0032046ZCAM08103_1100LUA02.IMG</td>
<td>10:10-11:16</td>
<td>L0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>zcam08002</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0026/ZL0_0026_0669245316_186RAD_N0030792ZCAM08002_1100LUA02.IMG</td>
<td>11:09-11:11</td>
<td>L0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4 S12</td>
<td>zcam03113</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0054/ZL0_0054_0671729980_150RAD_N0032046ZCAM03113_1100LUA02.IMG</td>
<td>11:23-11:27</td>
<td>L0/L256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S2: SuperCam/Remote Micro-Imager image details. LTST = local true solar time. Individual files can be downloaded at the Planetary Data System in the folder of the RMI dataset: https://pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/m2020/urn-nasa-pds-mars2020_supercam/data_radcal_rmi/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figures</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Sol</th>
<th>File name on Planetary Data System</th>
<th>Sequence Start-End (LTST)</th>
<th>Distance (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2, S2</td>
<td>scam01063</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>sol 00063/scam_0063_0672517268_221_ci_scam01063_ld_kodiak_63_01p01.fits</td>
<td>08:05-08:28</td>
<td>2240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00063/scam_0063_0672517353_179_ci_scam01063_ld_kodiak_63_02p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00063/scam_0063_0672517438_141_ci_scam01063_ld_kodiak_63_03p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00063/scam_0063_0672517523_139_ci_scam01063_ld_kodiak_63_04p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00063/scam_0063_0672517735_139_ci_scam01063_ld_kodiak_63_05p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00063/scam_0063_0672517906_140_ci_scam01063_ld_kodiak_63_07p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00063/scam_0063_0672517991_142_ci_scam01063_ld_kodiak_63_08p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00063/scam_0063_0672518076_141_ci_scam01063_ld_kodiak_63_09p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00063/scam_0063_0672518161_140_ci_scam01063_ld_kodiak_63_10p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, S3</td>
<td>scam02026</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>sol 00026/scam_0026_0669244563_180_ci_scam02026_ld_delta_26a_01p01.fits</td>
<td>11:22-11:32</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00026/scam_0026_0669244652_160_ci_scam02026_ld_delta_26a_02p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00026/scam_0026_0669244741_140_ci_scam02026_ld_delta_26a_03p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00026/scam_0026_0669244830_220_ci_scam02026_ld_delta_26a_04p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00026/scam_0026_0669244920_177_ci_scam02026_ld_delta_26a_05p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4, S4</td>
<td>scam01054</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>sol 00054/scam_0054_0671728791_140_ci_scam01054_ld_delta_54a_01p01.fits</td>
<td>10:59-11:20</td>
<td>2230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00054/scam_0054_0671728989_466_ci_scam01054_ld_delta_54a_02p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00054/scam_0054_0671729188_479_ci_scam01054_ld_delta_54a_03p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00054/scam_0054_0671729188_479_ci_scam01054_ld_delta_54a_04p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sol 00054/scam_0054_0671729682_387_ci_scam01054_ld_delta_54a_05p01.fits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table S3: Discharge rates estimated for unit a2. Velocity ($V$ in m s$^{-1}$) in and discharge rates ($Q$ in m$^3$ s$^{-1}$) according to equations (S2) and (S5) to (S7). Heights are deduced from terrestrial scaling laws (14) assuming various widths, except for the upper bound at 7 m estimated from direct observations of a2. Slopes values are minimum and maximum (14). $D_{50}$ and $D_{84}$ were taken as minima and maxima, respectively, to provide minimum and maximum estimates from equations (S2) and (S5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width (m)</th>
<th>Height (m)</th>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>$D_{50}$ (m)</th>
<th>$D_{84}$ (m)</th>
<th>$V$ (S2)</th>
<th>$Q$ (S2)</th>
<th>$V$ (S5)</th>
<th>$Q$ (S5)</th>
<th>$V$ (S6)</th>
<th>$Q$ (S6)</th>
<th>$V$ (S7)</th>
<th>$Q$ (S7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>1281</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>3023</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>668</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Caption for Data S1: Clast size measurements. Sizes of cobbles visible in Fig. S6, in pixels and converted to meters. These data were used to produce the plots in Figs. 3E & S7.
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